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Excited-state reversible geminate reaction. III. Exact solution
for noninteracting partners
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An analytic solution is derived for the Green function and survival probability of excited-state
reversible recombination reactions of noninteracting geminate particles in solution, which have
different lifetimes in their bound and unbound states and participate in a competing quenching
reaction. The behavior of the three roots of the cubic polynomial, on which this solution depends,
is investigated in the complex plane. Two kinds of ‘‘complex plane maps’’ are identified on which
three types of transitions may occur. One root may vanish, or two roots coincide, or the three real
parts coincide. The first transition leads to a corresponding transition in the long-time asymptotic
behavior, which is derived in the sequel. The quenching and lifetime effects result in nonmonotonic
dependence of the binding probability on the initial separation distance. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!50519-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A realistic description of geminate excited-state reve
ible dissociation reactions requires the introduction of t
different lifetimesanda quenching term into the correspon
ing diffusion equations.1–3 The situation is depicted sche
matically by the following scheme:

AB �
ka

kd
A1B

↓k0↙kq ↓k08 .

In this mechanism, an electronically excited AB molecu
dissociates, with a rate coefficientkd , to produce an excited
A with a geminate B partner. The bound and unbound sta
decay to their ground electronic states with~possibly differ-
ent! unimolecular rate constants,k0 andk08 , respectively. In
the excited state, the unbound pair may either separat
diffusion or recombine adiabatically, with an association r
coefficientka , to regenerate the bound excited state. In
dition, a bimolecular nonadiabatic quenching process~rate
coefficient kq) competes with the geminate recombinati
reaction.

In parts I and II of this series,1,2 we have worked out the
relevant expressions for the binding and survival probab
ties, which correspond to the experimental signal from
AB and A1B states, respectively. We have obtained a use
approximate long-time solution and its ultimate asympto
form,4 valid in the presence of a potential of interactio
which shows an interesting transition as a function
k0–k08 .

In the absence of an interaction potential, an exact s
tion may be obtained for the complete Green function of
problem. It depicts the transition probability from one spat
arrangement of the A•••B pair ~bound, or separated to
distancer ) to another. Such solutions, for the simpler case
equal lifetimes without quenching, have been derived in o5
10430021-9606/99/110(21)/10433/12/$15.00
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and three dimensions.6–8 In particular, Kim and Shin8 were
recently successful in obtaining all the components of
three-dimensional Green function for equal lifetimes a
zero quenching in the absence of potential interactions.

The present work extends the derivation to the exp
mentally relevant conditions of different lifetimes with con
tact geminate quenching. This extension may be importan
two respects. First, the force-free conditions are realized
perimentally when the dissociation reaction, AB
A1B,
produces at least one uncharged product~A or B!. This situ-
ation holds, for example, in excited-state proton transfer
solvent from protonated 1-amino-pyrene.9 Second, the com-
plete Green function is of practical interest in spite of the f
that it is not an experimental observable~spectroscopic mea
surements can distinguish only between the bound and
bound states!. It may be used to propagate particles in
many-body Brownian algorithm,10–12 for simulating the
pseudounimolecular case of many B particles competing
binding to a single A particle. So far, the many-body Brow
ian algorithm has been implemented in one dimension, us
the exact one-dimensional Green function for force-fr
diffusion.5 Use of a three-dimensional Green function is o
way of extending it to three dimensions.

In the present work we~a! obtain the exact Green func
tion for force-free diffusion in the more general case of u
equal lifetimes plus quenching, and~b! analyze the long-time
asymptotic behavior of this solution. We shall demonstra
for this rigorously solvable case, how the transition fro
power-law to exponential asymptotic behavior1,2,4 arises
from the migration of the roots of a cubic polynomial in th
complex plane.

II. GENERAL THEORY

Let p(r ,t) be the probability density to find the unboun
pair separated to a distancer, a<r ,`, at time t and
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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p(* ,t)—its probability to be bound. In three dimension
these quantities obey the following Smoluchowski-ty
equations:1,2

]p~r ,t !/]t5Lp~r ,t !2@Wa~r !1Wq~r !1k08#p~r ,t !

1Wd~r !p~* ,t ! , ~2.1a!

]p~* ,t !/]t54pE
a

`

r 2 dr Wa~r ! p~r ,t !

2~kd1k0! p~* ,t ! . ~2.1b!

In the general form of the equations,kd54p*a
`r 2 dr Wd(r ).

However, to make the problem tractable, we limit the ‘‘si
terms’’ for dissociation, association, and quenching to c
tact reactivities

Wd~r !5kd

d~r 2a!

4pa2
, Wa~r !5ka

d~r 2a!

4pa2
,

~2.2!

Wq~r !5kq

d~r 2a!

4pa2
.

kd , ka , and kq are the rate constants for the three cor
sponding reactions.k0 and k08 are the rate constants fo
excited-state decay.L is the Smoluchowski diffusion opera
tor,

L5Dr 22
]

]r
r 2 e2V~r !

]

]r
eV~r ! , ~2.3!

for a spatially independent diffusion constant,D5DA

1DB . Since all relevant reactions are depicted as s
terms,13 the boundary condition atr 5a is reflecting,
]eV(r )p(r ,t)/]r ur 5a50. The interaction potential between
and B,V(r ), is given in units ofkBT. As we will see below,
rigorous results can be obtained in the absence of inte
tions.

We are interested in obtaining the Green functio
p(r ,tur 0) and p(* ,tur 0), which solve Eq.~2.1! for a delta
function initial condition

p~r ,0ur 0!5
d~r 2r 0!

4prr 0
, p~* ,tur 0!50 . ~2.4!

We are also interested in the two complementary Gr
functions for the initially bound state,p(r ,tu* ) andp(* ,tu* ).
The ‘‘survival probability’’ of the unbound pair,

S~ t !54pE
a

`

r 2 dr p~r ,t ! , ~2.5!

may be subsequently calculated by integrating the relev
Green function.

In parts I1 and II,2 we have obtained the connection,
Laplace space, betweenp(r ,tur 0) and the Green function fo
‘‘sinkless’’ diffusion, f (r ,tur 0), which obeys Eq.~2.1! with-
out the sink terms

]

]t
f ~r ,tur 0!5Lf ~r ,tur 0!2k08 f ~r ,tur 0! , ~2.6!
-

-

k

c-

,

n

nt

and with the initial condition of Eq.~2.4!. Taking Laplace
transforms,p̃(r ,s)[*0

` p(r ,t)exp(2st) dt, the identity con-
necting the two Green functions is1,2

p̃~r ,sur 0!5 f̃ ~r ,sur 0!

2 f̃ ~r ,sua!
~s1k0!ka1~s1k01kd!kq

Q~s!

3 f̃ ~a,sur 0! , ~2.7!

whereQ(s) is defined by

Q~s!5s1k01kd1 f̃ ~a,sua!@~s1k0!ka1~s1k01kd!kq# .

~2.8!
The binding probability for the same initial condition
given by

p̃~* ,sur 0!5ka f̃ ~a,sur 0!/Q~s! . ~2.9!

The transition probabilities from the initially boun
state, also obtainable from identity~2.7!, are given by1,2

p̃~r ,su* !5kd f̃ ~r ,sua!/Q~s! , ~2.10a!

p̃~* ,su* !5@11~ka1kq! f̃ ~a,sua!#/Q~s! . ~2.10b!

In the first case there is nothing to calculate, since one m
use the identity

ka p~r ,tu* ! e2V~r !5kd p~* ,tur ! e2V~a! , ~2.11!

which follows also from detailed balancing.14 Thus knowl-
edge ofp̃(r ,sur 0) will allow us to solve for all the compo-
nents of the required Green function. Sincef̃ (r ,tur 0) is
known analytically in the force-free case,V(r )[0, we can
obtain an exact solution forp̃(r ,sur 0). It may subsequently
be inverted analytically to givep(r ,tur 0), as detailed below.

III. EXACT SOLUTION

A. The Green function

For diffusion without forces,V(r )50, the Laplace trans-
formed Eq.~2.6! can be solved analytically,15

f̃ ~r ,sur 0!5
1

8pDrr 0s H e2sur 2r 0u1
sa21

sa11
e2s~r 1r 022a!J ,

~3.1a!

s5A~s1k08!/D . ~3.1b!

Inserting Eqs.~3.1a! and ~3.1b! into the identity~2.7! gives

p̃~r ,sur 0!5
1

8pDrr 0s H e2sur 2r 0u

1
sA~s!2I ~s!

sA~s!1I ~s!
e2s~r 1r 022a!J . ~3.2!

The formal analogy with Eq.~3.1a! holds forI (s) andA(s)
defined by

I ~s![~Ds21k02k081kd!~kD1ka1kq! 2 kakd ,
~3.3a!

A~s![akD~Ds21k02k081kd! , ~3.3b!

where



y
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TABLE I. Identities connecting three complex numberss1, s2, and s3. These identities are denoted b
X•n, where X5I, II, or III and n522, . . . ,2. By conventioniÞ j Þk51, 2, or 3.

n I. (
i 51

3
s i

n

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
II. (

i 51

3
s i

n~s j1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
III. (

i 51

3
s i

n~s i1s j ! ~s i1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !

0 0 0 1
1 0 21 s11s21s3

2 1 0 (s11s21s3)2

21 1
s1 s2 s3

s11s21s3

s1 s2 s3

s1s21s2s31s3s1

s1 s2 s3

22
s1s21s2s31s3s1

~s1 s2 s3!
2

21

s1 s2 s3
1

~s1s21s2s31s3s1!~s11s21s3!

~s1 s2 s3!
2 Ss1s21s2s31s3s1

s1 s2 s3
D2
a

e

se

ic

he

,

kD[4pDa ~3.4!

is the diffusion-controlled rate constant. Indeed, when
rate constants~except for kD) vanish, I (s)→DkDs2 and
A(s)→DakDs2. Under these conditions, (sA2I )/(sA
1I ) reduces to (sa21)/(sa11).

In preparation for inverting the Laplace transform, w
rewrite

sA~s!2I ~s!

sA~s!1I ~s!
512

2I ~s!

D~s!
, ~3.5!

and invert each term separately. The denominator of the
ond term,D(s)[sA(s)1I (s)5kD(sa11)Q(s), is a cu-
bic polynomial7 in s,

D~s!5DakD s31D~kD1ka1kq! s21akD~k02k081kd!s

1~kD1ka1kq! ~k02k081kd!2kakd . ~3.6!

Denote its three roots bys1 , s2, and s3. They obey the
following identities:16

s11s21s352~kD1ka1kq!/~akD!52kd /~akoff! ,
~3.7a!

s1s21s2s31s3s15~k02k081kd!/D5kd j/D , ~3.7b!

s1s2s352@~kD1ka1kq! ~k02k081kd!2kakd#/~DakD!

52kd /~Z Da! . ~3.7c!

The simplified forms of the three coefficients of the cub
polynomial follow by introducing the definitions of

~1! the steady-state ‘‘off’’ rate constants

koff [
kd kD

ka1kq1kD
, koff

q [
kd~kD1kq!

ka1kq1kD
, ~3.8!

~2! the ultimate escape probability

Z[
koff

koff
q 1k02k08

, ~3.9!

~3! the decay misbalance factor

j[
k02k081kd

kd
. ~3.10!

Evidently, for equal lifetimesj51 andZ5koff /koff
q . In the

additional absence of quenching,Z51.
ll

c-

Using the above identities, Eq.~3.3! is recast in terms of
the roots,

I ~s!52DakD @s1s2s31~s11s21s3! s2# , ~3.11a!

A~s!5DakD ~s1s21s2s31s3s11s2! . ~3.11b!

In particular, we may write

I ~s i !52DakD s i ~s i1s j !~s i1sk! , ~3.12a!

A~s i !5DakD ~s i1s j !~s i1sk! , ~3.12b!

where iÞ j Þk51,2,3 throughout. ThusD(s i)[s i A(s i)
1I (s i)50 as should be, sinces i is one of its roots. Finally,
D(s)21 is factored using the following identity:7

DakD s

D~s!
5

s

~s2s1!~s2s2!~s2s3!

5(
i 51

3
s i

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !~s2s i !
. ~3.13!

To prove it, multiply the numerator and denominator on t
right-hand side~rhs! by (s2s j )(s2sk) and use identities
I.0, I.1 and II.1, from Table I.

Substitution of Eq.~3.13! into Eq.~3.2! allows us to take
its inverse Laplace transform,15,16 which after invoking Eq.
~3.12a! reads

4prr 0 p~r ,tur 0!ek08t

5
1

A4pDt
H expF2

~r 2r 0!2

4Dt G1expF2
~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G J
1(

i 51

3

s i

~s j1s i !~sk1s i !

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
F i~r 1r 022a,t ! . ~3.14!

The functionF i(r ,t) is defined by

F i~r ,t ![exp~2rs i1s i
2Dt ! erfc~r /A4Dt2s iADt ! ,

~3.15!

and erfc(z)[12erf(z) is the complementary error function
for a possibly complex argument,z.16

To obtain the binding probability, we insertf̃ (a,sur 0)
from Eq. ~3.1a! into Eq. ~2.9!, obtaining

p̃~* ,sur 0!5
aka e2s~r 02a!

r 0 D~s!
. ~3.16!
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SubstitutingD(s)21 from Eq. ~3.13! allows us to invert the
Laplace transform, giving

p~* ,tur 0! ek08t5
ka

r 0 kD
(
i 51

3
s i

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
F i~r 02a,t ! .

~3.17!

The transition probabilities for the initially bound sta
are now easily generated. To getp(r ,tu* ) simply use identity
~2.11!. To obtainp(* ,tu* ), we substitute Eq.~3.1a! into Eq.
~2.10b!

p̃~* ,su* !5
kD~11sa!1ka1kq

D~s!
. ~3.18!

Using the identity~3.7a!, one notes that fors5s i the nu-
merator may be written as

kD~11s ia!1ka1kq52akD ~s j1sk! . ~3.19!

With this identity and Eq.~3.13!, one may invert the Laplace
transform to get

p~* ,tu* !ek08t52(
i 51

3
s i ~s j1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
F i~0,t ! . ~3.20!

Thus the various Green functions depend on the three r
of D(s) in the same manner as found by Kim and Shin
the simpler case of zero quenching and equal lifetime8

However, the values of the roots are different and this affe
the observed behavior, for example, the asymptotic beha
which will be derived below.

B. Survival probabilities

The survival probability,S(t), is of direct experimenta
interest, since it depicts the overall probability of observi
the excited, unbound pair irrespective of the A•••B separa-
tion. It may be obtained from the time-dependent Gre
function by direct integration, according to Eq.~2.5!. To ob-
tain S(tur 0) one integrates Eq.~3.14!. Integrating Eq.~3.15!
by parts, one readily finds that

E
a

`

F i~r 1r 022a,t ! r dr

5S a

s i
1

1

s i
2D F i~r 02a,t !2

1

s i
2

erfcS r 02a

A4Dt
D

2
1

As i
2 pDt

E
a

`

expS 2
~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt D r dr . ~3.21!

In view of identity III.0 in Table I, the integral on the rh
may be added to that of the second term of Eq.~3.14!. Hence
the other definite integral required for the calculation of t
survival probability is

1

A4pDt
E

a

`FexpS 2
~r 2r 0!2

4Dt D
2expS 2

~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt D G r dr 5r 02a erfcS r 02a

A4Dt
D .

~3.22!
ts

.
ts
or

n

Corresponding indefinite integrals are given in Appendix
Using identity III.21 in Table I, one may sum the erro

function in Eqs.~3.21! and ~3.22!, obtaining

S~ tur 0! ek08t

511
1

r 0
(
i 51

3
~11s ia! ~s j1s i ! ~sk1s i !

s i ~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !
F i~r 02a,t !

2
1

r 0
S s1s21s2s31s3s1

s1 s2 s3
1aDerfcS r 02a

A4Dt
D . ~3.23!

This form is universal in the sense that it depends, like
Green function from which it was derived, only on the n
merical values of the roots. In the case of different lifetim
and quenching, one may use Eqs.~3.11! and ~3.7! to write
the numerators as

DakD~11s ia! ~s j1s i ! ~sk1s i !5A~s i !2a I~s i !

52Da ~ka1kq! s i
22akDkd ~12Zj!/Z , ~3.24a!

~s1s21s2s31s3s1!/~s1 s2 s3!1a

5a ~12Zj!5Za@~k02k08! Keq
q 1kq#/kD , ~3.24b!

As in part II, we define

Keq
q [~ka1kq!/kd , Keq[ka /kd . ~3.25!

j is given by Eq.~3.10!.
In the limit that k05k08 and kq50, we havej51 and

Z51. Under these conditions, the rhs of Eq.~3.24a! reduces
to 2Dakas i

2 , whereas Eq.~3.24b! vanishes. Consequently
Eq. ~3.23! reduces to the expression obtained by Kim a
Shin,8

S~ tur 0! ek0t512
ka

r 0 kD
(
i 51

3
s i

~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !
F i~r 02a,t ! .

~3.26!

This result is self-evident in view of Eq.~3.17!, since in the
above limit the total excitation probability decays expone
tially, S(tur 0)1p(* ,tur 0)5exp(2k0t). This is no longer true
in the more general case considered here. Thenp(* ,tur 0)
retains its invariant form, whereas the above expression g
eralizes to Eq.~3.23!.

To obtain the survival probability for an initially boun
state, we insert Eq.~3.17! into Eq. ~2.11! and integrate over
r, see Eq.~2.5!. The definite integral is given by Eq.~3.21!
with r 05a. Using identities I.0 and I.21 from Table I, one
obtains

S~ tu* ! ek08t5
kd

Da F 21

s1 s2 s3

1(
i 51

3
11s ia

s i ~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !
F i~0,t ! G . ~3.27!

For different lifetimes with quenching, use of identities~3.7!
gives
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S~ tu* ! ek08t5Z1(
i 51

3
Z s i~s j1sk!1kd ~12Zj!/D

~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !
F i~0,t ! .

~3.28!

When j51 andZ51 Eq. ~3.28! again reduces to that de
rived by Kim and Shin, which is evident in view of Eq
~3.20! and the fact that for equal lifetimes without quenchi
S(tu* )1p(* ,tu* )5exp(2k0t). In the general case the exc
tation probability, S(tu* )1p(* ,tu* ), is given by a more
complex expression, obtained by adding Eqs.~3.20! and
~3.27!.

IV. ROOT LOCATION AND TRANSITIONS

Section III derived the expression for the Green funct
and survival probability in terms of the three complex roo
of the cubic polynomial,D(s)50. The present section i
devoted to studying the behavior of these roots in the co
plex plane. The following analysis reveals two kinds
‘‘complex-plane’’ maps, in which we identify three types o
transitions: A ‘‘first-order’’ transition, where one of the re
roots vanishes,s i50; a ‘‘second-order’’ transition when two
complex conjugate roots coincide,s j5sk ; a ‘‘third-order’’
transition, when all three roots have an identical real part
these transitions, the expressions from Sec. III may be s
plified, as detailed in Appendix B. The significance of the
transitions for the long-time asymptotic behavior will be d
cussed in Sec. V below.

The examples chosen below correspond to the exp
mental parameters of 5-cyano-2-naphthol in methanol,3 dis-
cussed in part II.2 To compensate for the absence of an
teraction potential in the present study, we use the valu
aeff for a and the values ofka exp@2V(a)# and kq exp
@2V(a)# for ka and kq , respectively ~see Table II and
part II!.

A. Root location and the first-order transition

A cubic polynomial with real coefficients has at lea
one real root, which we denote bys i . The two others are
either real or complex conjugate~CC!. Using Eqs.~3.7! and
~3.6!, the conditionD(s i)50 may be written in one of the
two alternative forms

s i L~s i !5~s i1s j1sk! R~s i ! , ~4.1a!

s i kakoff /kD5~s j1sk! R~s i ! , ~4.1b!

where the quadratic polynomials on the right- and left-ha
sides of Eq.~4.1a! are given by

R~s![Ds21k02k081koff
q , ~4.2a!

L~s![R~s!1kakoff /kD . ~4.2b!

From Eq.~4.2a! it can be seen that when

TABLE II. Parameters used for calculating the binding probability in t
figures.

a, Å D, cm2/s 1/k0, ns kd , ns21 ka , Å3/ns kq , Å3/ns

18 3.6531025 5.7 0.22 138 700 19 850
-
f

t
-

e

ri-

-
of

d

k085k01koff
q , ~4.3!

we obtainR(s)5Ds2, so thats i50 becomes a solution to
Eq. ~4.1a!. We shall term this a ‘‘first-order’’ transition, im-
plying that one of the real roots vanishes. We will also s
below that it brings about a major transition in th
asymptotic behavior.

When k02k081koff
q .0, the excited A moiety is rela-

tively long lived, and the behavior is controlled by the u
bound diffusing pair. We call this ‘‘the A regime.’’ We argu
that in this case all three roots are in the left-half of t
complex plane. Indeed, for reals i , both R(s i) and L(s i)
are positive. Sinces11s21s352kd /(akoff),0, Eq.
~3.7a!, it follows from Eq.~4.1a! that the real roots ofD(s)
are negative. Ifs1,0 is one of these roots, Eq.~4.1b! en-
sures thats21s3,0. These two roots are either real an
negative or CC with negative real part, which proves o
claim.

Whenk02k081koff
q ,0, the bound AB state is relatively

long lived, hence it controls the kinetics in what we ter
‘‘the AB regime.’’ In this regime,s i is the only root in the
positive half of the complex plane. Indeed, sinces1s2s3

.0, Eq. ~3.7c!, the cubic polynomial has at least one po
tive real root. It is the only real positive root becauses1

1s21s3,0, and therefore three positive roots are impo
sible. Denote this root bys i . It also follows froms i1s j

1sk,0 thats j1sk,0. In conclusion, the single first-orde
transition is characterized by a change of sign of one of
real roots.

B. Complex-plane maps

It is of interest to map out the full behavior of the thre
roots in the complex plane. For this end, rewrite Eq.~4.1a! as
the transcendental equation

2R~s!/L~s!5akoff s/kd , ~4.4!

and consider its graphical solution. The rhs is a simple lin
function of s, with a slope which is independent ofk0 and
k08 . The left-hand side~lhs! is the ratio of the two parabolas
R(s) and L(s). The intersections of these two function
correspond to thereal roots ofD(s).

As s→6`, R(s)/L(s)→1. Its behavior at intermedi-
ate values ofs depends on whetherL(s) has real roots or
not. These two cases are separated by the condition
k02k081koff

q 1kakoff /kD50, see Eq.~4.2b!. In case~a! L(s)
has no real roots, hence2R(s)/L(s) is a smooth function
of s with a maximum ats50. This bell-shaped function is
depicted in Fig. 1. In case~b!, when L(s) does have rea
roots, the lhs of Eq.~4.4! develops discontinuities at thes
two points, as exemplified by Fig. 2. Let us discuss the t
cases separately.

1. Case (a)

In this case,k02k081koff
q 1kakoff /kD.0. Consider Eq.

~4.4! as a function ofj5(k02k081kd)/kd , for a given value
of kd (kd50.22 and 10 ns21 in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively!.
Whenj is infinite,R(s)/L(s)51 for all s, so that Eq.~4.4!
has a single real roots152kd /(akoff). Due to condition
~3.7a!, the real parts of the two CC roots must vanis
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Re(s2)5Re(s3)50. Since, in this limit, Eq.~3.7b! implies
that s1s2s3→2`, we must have that Im(s2)52` and
Im(s3)5`.

Taking this as the starting point for the complex pla
trajectories, let us gradually decreasej. With it, the peak of
2R(s)/L(s) at s50 increases. As a result,s1, the real

FIG. 1. A graphical solution of Eq.~4.4! for the parameters in Table II and
values ofk08 for which L(s) has no real roots~case a!. From bottom up:
k0850.2, 0.268 855, and 0.3 ns21. Full and dashed curves represent the le
and right-hand sides of Eq.~4.4!, respectively. The inset magnifies the b
havior near the peak, revealing a second-order transition~at 21, k08
50.268 43 ns21), occurring very close to the first-order transition~at k08
50.268 855 ns21).

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for case b@two real roots forL(s)#. Second-order
transitions22 and23 occur whenk0857 and 13.2 ns21, respectively.
root, moves to the right~Fig. 1!. Concomitantly, the CC
roots,s2 ands3, decrease their real part, Eq.~3.7a!, as well
as the absolute value of their imaginary part, Eq.~3.7c!. Con-
sequently, they move diagonally to the left and toward
real axis~see Figs. 4 and 5!.

With further decrease inj, one of two things might hap-
pen:

~I! The two CC roots coalesce on the real line,s25s3,
while s1,s2. This degeneracy is termed a ‘‘secon
order’’ transition ~2!. It occurs before the first-orde
transition, 1, leading to complex-plane maps of the fir
kind, see Fig. 4. In this case, the bell shape
2R(s)/L(s) is sufficiently sharp for the linear function
to intersect it more than once. The 2transition occurs
when there are exactly two intersections, as seen in
inset to Fig. 1. With yet further decrease inj, one of the
degenerate roots~say,s2) moves to the left whereas th
other ~say,s3) moves to the right. Eventually,s3 hits
the origin and a ‘‘first order’’ transition, 1, occurs.

~II ! The real parts of all three roots coincide before the t
CC roots meet on the real axis, Re(s2)5Re(s3)5s1.
This ‘‘third-order’’ transition ~3!, occurring prior to 1,
characterizes complex-plane maps of the second k
see Fig. 5. In this case, the bell shape of2R(s)/L(s) is
so wide that the linear function never intersects it mo
than once, as seen in Fig. 3.

2. Case (b)

In case~b!, j decreases to the extent thatk02k081koff
q

1kakoff /kD<0. Consequently,L(s) develops two real roots
which result in discontinuities in the lhs of Eq.~4.4!. The
function 2R(s)/L(s) may then appear as in Fig. 2. Th
upper panel is a continuation of the trend seen in Fig. 1

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 forkd510 ns21, which corresponds to maps of th
second kind. From the bottom up,k0851, 4.421 65~first-order transition!,
and 7 ns21.
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after the first order transition: The three intersections w
the linear function imply three real roots~see Fig. 4!. As j
becomes more negative, the two real roots ofL(s) move
out, as seen in the lower panels. Second-order transit
occur when the linear function becomes tangent to the lef
bottom branches of the function2R(s)/L(s). These tran-
sitions are denoted by22 and23 in Fig. 4. At 22 , s1 ands2

collide on the real axis and move into the complex pla
Since they must become CC, they ‘‘dance’’ in a circle un
they collide again at23. Subsequently, they become real,s1

moves to2`, ands2→2kd /(akoff), where our story ends
For maps of the second kind, Fig. 5, there are no inters
tions with the left branch of2R(s)/L(s) in Fig. 2, and
therefore only one second-order transition occurs.

C. The transitions

We have identified three types of transitions on tw
kinds of complex-plane maps. We summarize the transi
types and map kinds below.

1. Transitions in the complex plane

First order transition: There is one first-order transitio
when k01koff

q 5k08 , separating the ‘‘A regime’’ from the
‘‘AB regime.’’ At this transition, one of the roots vanishe
say,s i50. From Eq.~3.7! it then follows that

s j1sk52kd /~akoff!, ~4.5a!

D s jsk5kdj5kakoff /kD . ~4.5b!

In particular, Eq.~4.5b! shows that there can be onlyone
first-order transition on a given complex-plane map name
whenj5Keqkoff /kD .

At a second-order transition, the two complex conjug
roots, s j and sk , coalesce on the real axis. Thus all thr
roots are real ands j5sk . As a specific example, conside
the second-order transition21, which occurs in the experi
mentally accessible A regime. At this transition,s25s3

whereasus2u!us1u. s1 ands2 may be approximated usin
Eq. ~3.7! as follows

FIG. 4. Complex-plane map of the first kind, showing the trajectories of
three roots of the cubic polynomial,D(s), as a function of decreasing
k0–k08 , for the parameters in Table II. One first-order and three seco
order transitions are marked on the map.
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s1'2kd /~a koff! , ~4.6a!

2D s1s2'kd j , ~4.6b!

D s2
2'k02k081koff

q . ~4.6c!

These relations define both the roots and the value ofk0–k08
where the transition occurs.

A third-order transition occurs when all three roots sha
the same real part. Ifs1 is the real root, then

s15
s21s3

2
52

kd

3akoff
. ~4.7!

2. Transitions between complex-plane maps

Consider next the transition between the two kinds
maps. At the border-line map~not shown!, the two second-
order transitions,21 and 22, coincide. Hence for this map
there exists a unique value ofk0–k08 for which all three roots
are real and identical~the ‘‘triple point’’ !. Settings15s2

5s3 in Eq. ~3.7!, eliminatings i andk0–k08 , we find that

2~kD1ka1kq!

27pa3
5

konkoff

kD
. ~4.8!

This symmetric representation with respect to dissociat
and association is possible when one defines the overal
combination rate constant,kon[kakD /(kD1ka1kq). Thus,
when the rhs is smaller than 2(kD1ka1kq)/(27pa3) the
complex-plane map is of the first kind, whereas in the op
site case the map is of the second kind. The triple po
where all three roots coincide, occurs when

j5Dkd /~3a2 koff
2 ! . ~4.9!

The surprising result is that, for reversible reactions, o
can define a sharp transition between these two kinds of

e

-

FIG. 5. Complex-plane map of the second kind, showing the trajectorie
the three roots of the cubic polynomial,D(s), as a function of decreasing
k0–k08 . One first-order, one second-order and one third-order transitions
marked on the map. Parameters as in Table II except thatkd510 ns21.
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TABLE III. The sums from Table I evaluated using Eq.~3.7!.

n I. (
i 51

3
s i

n

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
II. (

i 51

3
s i

n~s j1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
III. (

i 51

3
s i

n~s i1s j ! ~s i1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !

0 0 0 1
1 0 21 2kd /(akoff)
2 1 0 kd

2/(akoff)
2

21 2ZDa/kd ZD/koff 2Zaj
22 Z2a2Dj/kd 2Z2 Keq/(4p) (Z aj)2
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haviors. A similar transition does not occur in the more
miliar limit of irreversible diffusion-influenced reactions.

V. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

A. Asymptotics of the error function

The asymptotic behavior of the exact solution deriv
above depends on that of the complementary error func
which, for a complex argumentz, may assume one of th
following two asymptotic forms:16

~a! for uarg(z)u,3p/4 one has the standard asymptotic e
pansion

Apz exp~z2! erfc~z!;12
1

2z2
; ~5.1a!

~b! For uarg(z)u.3p/4, one first applies the rule erfc(z)
522erfc(2z), leading to

exp~z2! erfc~z!;2 exp~z2! . ~5.1b!

In the present casez5r /A4Dt2s iADt. At long times, the
root mean square separation of the A•••B pair increases as
ADt. Thus near the peak of the distributionr /A4Dt is nearly
constant, so thatr /A4Dt!us iADtu. Therefore the location
of z in the complex plane is determined by that of2s i . Two
situations are of interest:

~a! When Re(s i),0, Eq. ~5.1a! applies. We then expan
1/z, rewriting Eq.~3.15! as

F i~r ,t !;2
e2r 2/~4Dt !

s i ApDt
S 11

r

2s i Dt
2

1

2 s i
2 Dt

D . ~5.2a!

We use this expansion for the A regime, when all three ro
have negative real part.

~b! Whens i is real and positive, we apply expansion~5.1b!,
leading to

F i~r ,t !;2 exp~s i
2Dt2rs i ! . ~5.2b!

This holds in the AB regime, whens i is the only root of
D(s) in the right-half of the complex plane, and thus dom
nates the asymptotic expansion.

B. Asymptotics for the Green functions

In the A regime, all the roots are in the left half of th
complex plane, and they all contribute to the asymptotic
havior according to Eq.~5.2a!. By using the identities from
-

n

-

ts

-

Table III in Eqs. ~3.14!, ~3.17!, and ~3.20!, the long time
asymptotic expansion follows:

p~r ,t u r 0! ek08t

;
1

4prr 0A4pDt
H expS 2

~r 2r 0!2

4Dt D
2F12

Zja a~r ur 0!

Dt GexpS 2
~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt D J , ~5.3a!

p~* ,t u r 0! ek08t;
Za~aur 0!

r 0

Keq

~4pDt !3/2
expS 2

~r 02a!2

4Dt D ,

~5.3b!

p~* ,t u * ! ek08t;Z2
Keq

~4pDt !3/2
, ~5.3c!

where the constanta(r ur 0) is defined by

a~r ur 0![r 1r 02~22Zj!a . ~5.4!

Z, j, and Keq are defined in Eqs.~3.9!, ~3.10!, and ~3.25!,
respectively. Note that we did not discard the Gauss
terms. They provide expressions valid uniformly~in r ) near
the peak of the distribution at large, fixedt.

Figure 6 compares the Green functions from expansi
~5.3a! and ~5.3b! with the exact results of Eqs.~3.14! and
~3.17!, respectively. @Note that p(r ,tu* ) is related to
p(* ,tur 0) by the detailed balance condition, Eq.~2.11!#. It is
seen that by 1000 ns the expansion has fully converged
curious point is thatp(* ,tur 0) reaches a maximum as a fun
tion of the initial point, r 0. This is due to the fact tha
a(aur 0)/r 0512(12Zj)a/r 0 is an increasing function o
r 0. Indeed, in the A regime for different lifetimes and/or
the presence of quenching, 0,12Zj,1. In the absence o
these effectsZj51 and hencea(aur 0)/r 051. The conclu-
sion is that when B starts sufficiently close to the trap, A,
enhanced quenching/lifetime effect diminishes the bind
probability at sufficiently long times.

For r 05a, we find that asymptotically

Keqp~a,tur 0!5j p~* ,tur 0!, ~5.5a!

p~* ,tua!5j p~* ,tu* !, ~5.5b!

which agrees with results from part I.1

The asymptotic behavior ofp(* ,tu* ) agrees with parts I
and II after settingV(x)50 there.1,2 As compared with the
equal lifetime, zero quenching case, the exponential te
always involves the lifetime, 1/k08 , of theunboundstate and
the prefactor is multiplied byZ2.
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In the AB regime, the asymptotic behavior is controll
by the real positive root,s i . Using Eq.~5.2b! in Eqs.~3.14!,
~3.17!, and ~3.20! we obtain the exponential asymptotics
the Green functions:

4prr 0 p~r ,t u r 0!;2 s i

~s j1s i !~sk1s i !

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !

3e2~r 1r 022a!s i1s i
2Dt2k08t, ~5.6a!

p~* ,t u r 0!;2
ka

kDr 0

s i

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !

3e2~r 02a!s i1s i
2Dt2k08t, ~5.6b!

p~* ,t u * !;22
s i~s j1sk!

~s j2s i !~sk2s i !
es i

2Dt2k08t. ~5.6c!

Expansions~5.6a! and ~5.6b! are compared with the exac
result in Fig. 7. The vertical axis was chosen such that
asymptotic expansion~the dotted line! is time independent. It
is thus displayed only once. By 100 ns the expansion
converged to the extent that it is difficult to differentia
between the full and dotted curves. Thus convergence in
AB regime occurs considerably earlier than in the A regim

FIG. 6. A comparison of the Green function in the A regime@Eqs. ~3.14!
and ~3.17!—the full line# with its asymptotic expansion@Eq. ~5.3!—the
dotted line#. Parameters collected in Table II and 1/k08510.2 ns.
e

s

he
.

Finally, at the1 transitions i50, so it suffices to use
only the leading term in expansion~5.2a! for F j (z), which is
proportional tos j

21 . Substituting into the expressions~B1!
for the Green functions, using the specific values for
roots from Eq.~4.5a!, gives

4prr 0 p~r ,t u r 0!ek08t

;
1

A4pDt
H expF2

~r 2r 0!2

4Dt G1expF2
~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G J ,

~5.7a!

p~* ,t u r 0!ek08t;
1

koff
A D

r 0
2 pt

e2~r 02a!2/~4Dt ! , ~5.7b!

p~* ,t u * !ek08t;
1

j koff
A D

a2 pt
. ~5.7c!

In view of Eq. ~4.6b!, it is clear that relations~5.5! still hold
at the transition. In particular, the expression for the bind
probability found in part II reduces to Eq.~5.7c! when
V(r )50.2

FIG. 7. A comparison of the Green function in the AB regime@Eqs.~3.14!
and ~3.17!—the full line# with its asymptotic expansion@Eq. ~5.6!—the
dotted line#. The latter nearly coincides with the exact solution at 100
Parameters collected in Table II andk0850.28 ns21.
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The kinetic transition for the binding probability is de
picted in Fig. 8. The exact result~the bold curve!, Eq. ~3.20!,
is compared with the asymptotic expansion~dotted lines! in
the A regime, Eq.~5.3c!, in the AB regime, Eq.~5.6c!, and at
the transition Eq.~5.7c!. The asymptotict23/2 decay in the A
regime is depicted by straight lines on the log–log sca
Deep in the A regime, convergence to the asymptotic lin
from above. We find that close to the21 transition, conver-
gence shifts and proceeds from below. This implies that
coefficient of next,t25/2, term in the expansion changes sig
near 21. At the 1 transition, which occurs here fork08
50.268 85 ns, the slope changes from23/2 to 21/2, as
predicted by our theory in parts I and II.

C. Asymptotics for the survival probabilities

The long-time asymptotics for the survival probabiliti
in the A regime is obtained analogously by expanding E
~3.27! and using the identities from Table III:

S~ tur 0! ek08t;11Zj ~12Zj!
a2

r 0ApDt
e2~r 02a!2/~4Dt !

2~12Zj!
a

r 0
erfcS r 02a

A4 Dt
D

;
a~aur 0!

r 0
F11

~12Zj!a

ApDt
G , ~5.8a!

S~ tu* ! ek08t;Z F11
~12Zj!a

ApDt
G . ~5.8b!

FIG. 8. The kinetic transition, as a function ofk08 , for the binding probabil-
ity of an excited-state reversible diffusion influenced reaction with the
rameters of Table II. For these parameters, the first order transition, oc
at k0850.268 85 ns whereas the~first! second-order transition,21, occurs at
k0850.268 43 ns. Full lines are exact results, Eq.~3.20!, dotted lines are the
corresponding asymptotic behavior.
.
is

e

.

The second equality in Eq.~5.8a! follows when r 0!Dt.
Then, again, at asymptotically long times we have

S~ tua!5j S~ tu* ! . ~5.9!

This agrees with a result obtained in part I.1 In view of the
identity ~3.24b!, the expression forS(tu* ) obtained in part II
reduces to Eq.~5.8b! whenV(r )50.2 For equal lifetimes, it
agrees with the result previously obtained by Pines a
Fleming.17,18

The survival probabilities, Eq.~3.27!, in the AB regime
behave as follows:

S~ tur 0!;
2

r 0

~11s ia! ~s j1s i ! ~sk1s i !

s i ~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !

3e2s i ~r 02a!1s i
2Dt2k08t , ~5.10a!

S~ tu* !;
2kd

Da

11s ia

s i ~s j2s i ! ~sk2s i !
es i

2Dt2k08t , ~5.10b!

wheres i denotes the real positive root. To get the asympt
ics for the survival probabilities at the~first-order! transition
one takes the long-time limit of Eq.~B3!, giving

S~ tur 0! ek08t 5
1

r 0
A4Dt

p
e2~r 02a!2/~4Dt !, ~5.11a!

S~ tu* ! ek08t 5
1

aj
A4Dt

p
, ~5.11b!

so that the relation~5.9! still holds at the transition.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the absence of potential interactions, it is possible
solve the problem for the complete Green function of a
versible, geminate diffusion-influenced reaction in the e
cited electronic state even in the presence of differ
excited-state lifetimes and contact geminate quench
These added complications are indeed important for a r
istic description of excited-state proton-transfer to solv
~PTTS!. From the exact Green function it is possible to c
culate the two experimentally relevant attributes, which
the binding and survival probabilities. When the fluorescen
signal from the reacting pair is monitored in real time, the
attributes correspond to the signal from the acid and b
forms, respectively. It would be of interest to find an expe
mental example producing an uncharged base, for which
potential interactions with the diffusing proton may be tak
as zero.9 For such a case, the present theory offers an ex
solution. All previous quantitative treatments of PTTS kine
ics considered an anionic base, for which Eq.~2.1! had to be
solved numerically.18–22

The analytic solution depends on three roots of a cu
polynomial, which appear in the denominator of its Lapla
transform.7,8 These roots obey amusing identities, collect
in Table I. The identities allowed us to recast the exact
lution in a ‘‘universal’’ form, which depends on the variou
kinetic parameters only through the values of the three ro

The present work represents the first systematic inve
gation of these roots. We have traced their trajectories in
complex plane as a function of the difference in the excit

-
rs
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state decay rate constants. The resulting ‘‘complex-pl
maps’’ may be classified as one of two kinds~Figs. 4 and 5!,
with a well-defined transition between them, Eq.~4.8!. It is
interesting that such a sharp transition exists between the
kinds of maps.

As a function of the different lifetimes, we have iden
fied three types of transitions for the three roots in the co
plex plane. The first-, second-, and third-order transitio
correspond, respectively, to a single root which vanish
two roots which coalesce, and three roots with identical r
part. Of these transitions, the first-order one was shown
have a decisive influence on the kinetics. It results in a sh
transition from power law asymptotics, in the ‘‘A regime,
to pure exponential asymptotics in the ‘‘AB regime’’~Sec.
V B!, which is a special case of an analogous result obtai
for an interaction potential.1,2

We note that the asymptotic expansion in the A regi
is rigorous, even in the presence of interactions. The ex
nential behavior in the AB regime is also rigorous, but t
value of the exponent is approximate. The confirmation
the kinetic phase transition for the exact solution strength
our belief that this effect should ultimately be observed
perimentally.

Presently, the experimental examples of PTTS kine
known to us correspond to the A regime.18–22 Nevertheless,
the effect of quenching and different lifetimes may be d
tected even if attention is limited to the A regime. First, t
survival probability for an initially bound state undergoes
maximum and subsequently decays by at21/2 law, Eq.
~5.8b!. This has been demonstrated experimentally in
fluorescence signal from 1-naphtholate, prepared by ph
dissociation of excited 1-naphthol.17,18 The additional effect
observed in the present work, Eq.~5.3b!, is that the binding
probability for a pair initially separated to a distancer 0 goes
through a maximum as a function ofr 0. Thus pairs which are
born at close proximity are depleted from the excited st
due to either the contact quenching reaction or the sho
lifetime of their bound state. It would be interesting to fin
an experimental example to this behavior.
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APPENDIX A: SOME INDEFINITE INTEGRALS

By using the following two indefinite integrals, the su
vival probabilities may be obtained by direct integration
the corresponding Green functions,
e

o

-
s
s,
al
to
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d

e
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f
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-

s

-

e
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e
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r is

f

E F i~r 1r 022a,t !r dr

52S r

s i
1

1

s i
2D F i~r 1r 022a,t !

2S 2a2r 0

s i
1

1

s i
2D erfS r 1r 022a

A4Dt
D

1
2

s i
ADt

p
expF2~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G , ~A1a!

1

A4pDt
E expF2~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G r dr

52ADt

p
expF2~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G
1S a2

r 0

2 D erfS r 1r 022a

A4Dt
D . ~A1b!

APPENDIX B: TRANSITION BEHAVIOR

In this appendix we reduce the general expressions
the binding and survival probabilities, obtained in Sec. III,
the special cases of first- and second-order transitions.
requires some care, because expressions of the type 0/
often encountered.

1. First-order transition

At a first-order transition, the relations~3.14!, ~3.17!,
and ~3.20! for the Green functions simplify as follows:

4prr 0 p~r ,tur 0!ek08t

5
1

A4pDt
H expF2

~r 2r 0!2

4Dt G1expF2
~r 1r 022a!2

4Dt G J
1

s j1sk

s j2sk
@s j F j~r 1r 022a,t !

2sk Fk~r 1r 022a,t !# , ~B1a!

p~* ,tur 0!ek08t5
ka

r 0 kD

F j~r 02a,t !2Fk~r 02a,t !

s j2sk
, ~B1b!

p~* ,tu* !ek08t5
s j Fk~0,t !2sk F j~0,t !

s j2sk
. ~B1c!

In calculating the survival probabilities, care should
taken to cancel correctly terms linear ins i between the nu-
merator and denominator. For that purpose, theF function is
expanded arounds50. Denoting its derivative with respec
to s by

F j8~r ,t ![dF j~r ,t !/ds j us j

5~2Dt s j2r ! F j~r ,t !1A4Dt

p
expS 2

r 2

4Dt D ,

~B2a!
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F08~r ,t ![dF j~r ,t !/ds j u0

52r erfcS r

A4Dt
D 1A4Dt

p
expS 2

r 2

4Dt D ,

~B2b!

we find that the survival probabilities in Eqs.~3.23! and
~3.27! may be written as

S~ tur 0! ek08t511
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H s j1sk
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D G

1F08~r 02a,t !J , ~B3a!
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11ska
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s jsk
S s j1sk

s jsk
1a1A4Dt
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2. Second-order transitions

At a second-order transition we likewise obtain

4prr 0 p~r ,tur 0!ek08t
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H expF2
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The derivative of theF function is given in Eq.~B2a!. The
terms withF j andF j8 arise from taking the limit along the
imaginary axis, following a linear expansion of numerat
and denominator.

As a specific example, consider the second-order tra
tion which occurs for diffusion controlled reactions in th
experimentally accessible A regime. At this21 transition,
s25s3 whereasus2u!us1u. Thus the binding probability
simplifies to

p~* ,tur 0!ek08t5
ka

r 0kD s1
@F1~r 02a,t !

2F2~r 02a,t !2s2F28~r 02a,t !# ,

~B5a!

p~* ,tu* !ek08t5F2~0,t !22s2 F1~0,t !/s11s2 F28~0,t ! .
~B5b!
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